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Abstract

In this paper, we present a hybrid method that combines simulated
annealing with pattern search based on the derivative information. In
this method, when the object function is differentiable, we take the
speed descent direction as the searching direction. This can dramatically
decreases the work of the POLL step. The experiments shows that this
hybrid method is efficient.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the unconstrained global optimization problem

min
x∈Rn

f(x) (1)

where f is a differentiable real valued function on Rn.
It is well known that simulated annealing (SA) [3, 7, 8] is one of the most ef-

fective algorithms for solving combinatorial optimization and continuous global
optimization. The SA algorithm can successively generates a trial point in a
neighborhood of the current iterate and determines whether or not the cur-
rent point should be replaced by the trial point via the comparison of function
values. Convergence to an optimal solution can theoretically be guaranteed
only after an infinite number of iterations controlled by the procedure so-called
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cooling schedule. A proper cooling schedule is needed in the finite-time im-
plementation to simulate the asymptotic convergence behavior of SA. For this
reason, SA suffers from slow convergence rate and it may wander around the
optimal solution if high accuracy is required.

To overcome this drawback, the technique of combining SA with direct
search method appeared in the literature. For example, Nelder-Mead method
[12], a popular simplex-based direct search method, has received much atten-
tion in designing such hybrid methods [4, 5, 13].

Usually, derivative-free pattern search (PS) algorithm for unconstrained
optimization has two steps at each iteration: search step and POLL step [14].
This method was extended by Lewis and Torczon to bounded constrained
optimization [11] and to problems with a finite number of linear constraints
[9]. Lewis and Torczon [10] presented a PS algorithm for general constraints
through a sequence augmented Lagrangian subproblems. Audet and Dennis
extended PS algorithms to general constraints [2] by using a filter-based ap-
proach, and they also extended PS to categorical optimization variables.

Certainly, all these above methods do not mention how to use derivative
information at iterates when it is available. In this paper, we will adopt more
function information to find a better local minimum based on the theory that
gradient-based algorithms have a tendency to converge to a local minimizer in
the same basin. Abramson, Audet and Dennis [1] gave us the technology of
using gradient to reduce the maximum number of function evaluations neces-
sarily for POLL steps, even to a worst case of a single function evaluation.

In the next section, we will present a hybrid method that combine SA with
PS with derivative information in which we will use the derivative information
in the POLL step, and preform the POLL step only one time. So our algorithm
can decrease much time compared with the algorithm of [6].

2 Description of algorithm

The main idea of our proposed method is as follows. At each major iteration
of the method, we first repeat the simulated annealing acceptance trials m
times. In each time, we generate an exploring point zk close to the current
iterate xk and a SA trial along the direction sign(f(xk)−f(zk))(zk−xk) with a
certain step size. If there exists a trial accepted, then we immediately proceed
to next major iteration. Otherwise, we take the speed descent direction as the
searching direction.

The following is the description of our hybrid algorithm.
Algorithm 2.1

Step 1. Initialization: Take an initial point x0, fix an initial mesh size �0 > 0
and the SA trial point radius γ, fix τ > 1 and integers ω− ≤ −1 and
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ω+ ≥ 0, and fix a sufficiently small neighborhood radius ε > 0. Fix the
cooling schedule parameters: initial temperature Tmax, epoch length M ,
cooling reduction ratio λ ∈ (0.5, 0.99), and minimum temperature Tmin.
Set the temperature T := Tmax.

Step 2. Main iteration: Repeat the following Global SA Search (Step 2.1) m
times. If more than mac out of m trial points are accepted, then skip the
Local PS (Step 2.2) and proceed to Step 3.

Step 2.1 Global SA Search: Given the current iterate xk, generate an
exploring point zk randomly in the neighborhood of xk with radius
ε. Generate a trial point xSA in the neighborhood of xk by

xSA =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

xk + ηγ (zk−xk)
‖zk−xk‖ , if f(zk) ≤ f(xk),

xk − ηγ (zk−xk)
‖zk−xk‖ , otherwise.

where η ∈ (0.1, 1) is a random number. Evaluate f on the trial
point xSA, and accept it, i.e. xk+1 := xSA, if

i. �f := f(xSA) − f(xk) < 0, or

ii. �f ≥ 0, and p = exp(−�f/T ) ≥ μ, where μ ∈ (0, 1) is a
random number.

Step 2.2 Local PS: Calculate ∇f(xk). If ∇f(xk) = 0, then stop. Oth-
erwise let dk = ∇f(xk).

If f(xk + �kdk) < f(xk), set xk+1 := xk + �kdk, �k+1 := τωk�k,
where ωk ∈ {0, 1, ..., ω+}.
Otherwise, set xk+1 := xk, �k+1 := τωk�k, where ωk ∈ {ω−, 1 +
ω−, ...,−1}.

Step 3. If the epoch length, which corresponds to M iterations of Global SA
Search, is not achieved, then go to Step 2.

Step 4. If the cooling schedule is completed (T ≤ Tmin) or the function values
of two consecutive improvement trials become close to each other, then
stop. Otherwise, decrease the temperature by setting T := λT , decrease
γ slightly, and go to Step 2.

3 Experimental results

Now, we elaborate on the implementation of Algorithm 2.1.
Initial trial: The initial point x0 is chosen randomly from the predetermined

range [L,U ] of the initial points for each test function, where
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[L,U ] = {x ∈ Rn : li ≤ xi ≤ ui, i = 1, ..., n}.
Cooling schedule: First, the initial temperature Tmax is set large enough to

make the initial probability of accepting transition close to 1. Beside the initial
point x0, another point x̃0 is generated in a neighborhood of x0 to calculate
Tmax as

Tmax := − 1

ln(0.9)
|f(x̃0) − f(x0)|.

The cooling ratio λ is normally chosen to be between 0.9 and 0.99 [8]. Actually,
in the original SA method, Kirkpatrick et al. [7] suggested λ = 0.95, which
has become a common choice, and we also set λ equal to 0.95. We set epoch
length M equal to 2n. In the implementation of SA, the cooling schedule is
terminated when the temperature reaches a fixed minimum value Tmin. We
set Tmin equal to min(10−3, 10−3Tmax) to give a complete cooling schedule in
the sense that the acceptance probability at the end is almost zero.

Neighborhood radius: The neighborhood radius ε, which is used in gener-
ating the exploring point zk in the Global SA search, is set equal to 10−3.

PS parameters: The mesh size is initialized as �0 := min1≤i≤n(ui − li)/5,
and when f(xk + �kdk) < f(xk), we augment the mesh size to its double,
otherwise we shrink it to its half.

Loop repetitions: The repetition numbers of the Global SA search, m is
set equal to n, which is equal to the half of the epoch length M . The control
parameter mac, the desired number of accepted points in the Global SA search,
is set equal to 1.

Termination conditions: Beside the completeness of the cooling schedule
and Step 2.2, Algorithm 2.1 may be terminated in Step 4, if the difference
between the function values of two adjacent iterations becomes less than Tol =
10−8.

In Table 1, we summarize all parameters used in Algorithm 2.1 with their
assigned value.

Algorithm 2.1 was run by Matlab and applied to 19 well-known test func-
tion [6]. For each function, this Matlab code was run 100 times with different
initial points. To judge the success of a trial, we used the condition

|f ∗ − f̂ | < ε1|f ∗| + ε2

where f̂ refers to the best function value obtained by algorithm 2.1, f ∗ refers
to the known exact global minimum value, and ε1 and ε2 are small positive
numbers. We set ε1 and ε2 equal to 10−4 and 10−6, respectively.

Table 2 gives the success rates for the test functions. From it we can see
our algorithm is efficient.
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Table 1. Algorithm 2.1 parameters

Parameter Definition value
Tmax Maximum (initial) temperature − 1

ln(0.9)
|f(x̃0) − f(x0)|

Tmin Minimum temperature min(10−3, 10−3Tmax)
λ Cooling ratio 0.95
M Epoch lengh 2n
ε Neighbourhood radius 10−3

�0 Initial mesh size min1≤i≤n(ui − li)/5
m Global SA search repetition nubmer n
mac Number of accepted points in step 2.1 1
Tol Termination tolerance 10−8

Table 2. Success rates for test functions

Function Success rate(%) Function Success rate(%)
RC 100 S4,5 46
ES 93 S4,7 59
GP 100 S4,10 48
BH 100 Z5 100
HM 100 R5 89
SH 90 H6,4 70
Z2 100 GR 100
R2 100 Z10 100
DJ 100 R10 84
H3,4 96


